The Leadership Secrets Of Jesus Mike Murdock
SECRETS OF THE JOURNEY, Volume 6 Now You Can Learn Answers To Questions On Life's Journey! 15 Health Keys / 7 Facts You Should Know When Listening To Others / 4 Benefits of Becoming An Expert on The Word of God. Order This Book of
Solutions Today! An Excellent Travel Companion.
This book is Sally Stanley's incredible journey and amazing testimony of God giving her "The Power To Go On." Stricken with a staph infection which produced large painful sores all over her body, she was rushed into surgery, where the surgeon
accidentally severed the main artery to her heart, causing blood to flood her chest cavity, which resulted with her dying on the operating table. This resulted in her "after death or out-of-body experience" and miraculous encounter with The Lord, as He
spoke these marvelous words, "You have been chosen by God and your work is not finished." Upon her immediate restoration, she spent weeks on a ventilator and had several months of physical therapy. Over the next several years, Sally has experienced
and recovered from a fractured vertebrae, several strokes, and heart attacks. During this time period she also cared for her husband John, after he experienced seizures and strokes, which finally lead to his death on December 12, 2013. Then in May of
2014, while walking in a pedestrian crosswalk, she was suddenly hit by an automobile, suffering multiple injuries, including a shattered right shoulder and broken neck. Sally tells everyone that over the past 20 years, many miracles have happened in my
life, but faith in Christ has given me "The Power To Go On." "I hope that everyone who reads this book will understand that with God, all things are possible. It is so great to know that we have Jesus walking with us each and every day."
David shows all that is in his heart to the LORD God, and accepts the blessing God offers; by submitting and expressing appreciation to God, which is to establish his throne forever! Then went King David in (to the tabernacle, where the Ark was kept?),
and sat before the LORD, and he said, who am I, O Lord GOD (that God would take time out from running the universe to consider me)? And what is my house that thou hast brought me hitherto (or to this place of honor)? And this was yet a small thing in
thy sight (or not a difficult thing at all for you to do), O Lord GOD; but thou hast spoken also of thy servant's house for a great while to come (eternity, in fact, is what the LORD God said!). And is this the manner of man (or is this what God have in store (or
the final state) for man?), O Lord GOD? And what can David say more unto thee? for thou, Lord GOD knows thy servant. For thy word's sake, and according to thine own heart, hast thou done all these great things, to make thy servant know them (these
great things). Wherefore thou art great, O LORD God: for there is none like thee, neither is there any God beside thee, according to all that we have (learned and, ) heard with our ears. And what one (or other?) nation in the earth is like thy people, even like
Israel, whom God went to redeem for a people to himself, and to make him a name, and to do for you great things and terrible (or awesome things?), for thy land, before thy people, which thou redeemedst to thee from Egypt (or the heathen world), (and)
from the (other?) nations and their gods (or false gods and idols!)? For thou hast confirmed to thyself thy people Israel to be a people unto thee forever: and thou, LORD, art become their God (forever?). -2 Samuel 7:18 through 7:24
7 Decisions That Will Decide Your Success In Life Your Decisions Are Deciding Your Future And The Quality of Your Life. God has given you that responsibility. “Choose you this day whom ye will serve,” (Joshua 24:15). This Book Will Get You Ready To
Launch The Greatest Chapter of Your Life You Have Ever Known. You Will Learn: > Your Decision To Build Your Faith > Your Decision To Excel In Your Present Assignment > Your Decision To Honor The Scriptural Chain of Authority > And Much More!!
Receive Christ's Freedom
Breaking Pride
Am I an Antisemite?
The Power in the Book of Psalm
The Power in the Book
Real Eyes ,realizes ,real Lies
A book of inspired words that have helped Betty through many trials and tribulations. Beautifully written in the first person narrative are many answers to questions we ask of God in our daily prayers. As we sit before the Lord asking
direction, may we learn to listen, and gain better understanding inspired by the love God showers upon us.
A behind-the-scenes analysis of 21 essential leadership principles from the life of Billy Graham. Billy Graham looms large as one of the twentieth century's most influential and innovative leaders. Most people are unaware of his remarkable
effectiveness as not only preacher and pastor, but as a CEO and a global leader as well. The Leadership Secrets of Billy Graham is full of transferable applications for leaders in the church, parachurch, academia, government, and business.
Lively interviews with his closest associates illustrate 21 principles that have driven six decades of visionary impact. First-hand accounts reveal stories of courageous leadership and growth through painful lessons. Graham's relentless
application of core beliefs and leadership principles have resulted in, among many honors, being listed in Gallup's ten 'most admired men' thirty times, more than anyone else. Time magazine named him one of the top ten leaders of the
twentieth century. This book asks: How did this happen? What are the essentials he embraced to achieve such extraordinary results? What can we learn from him and apply to our own leadership roles? This book is dedicated to those
readers: who sense the pressing need in today's world for inspired leadership; who rise to leadership's high calling and are willing to carry its weight; who are determined to deepen and expand their capacities and effectiveness.
Get ready to make a Kingdom impact without quitting your day job! Join the countless Christ-followers who have committed to making their workplace their mission field with iWork4Him, one of today's top-rated Faith and Work Ministries.
Inside iWork4Him: Change the Way You Think About Your Faith at Work, you will find practical, tactical, factual, and biblical resources needed to truly live out your faith at work. Filled with real-life stories, tangible steps, and notes from 22
Faith and Work Ministries, iWork4Him has everything you need to activate your workplace as your mission field. Live out your faith at work today with iWork4Him as your guide, and soon you will declare, "iWork4Him"!
Be More Than A Husband...Become An Uncommon Husband With The Wisdom That You Will Discover Within The Pages of This Book. Learn how to view every crisis as the golden gate to a miracle. Realize your Divine assistance comes from
The Holy Spirit. Reach for this Wisdom today and become the Uncommon Husband. 31 Chapters for 31-Days of Uncommon Wisdom! The Perfect Gift For Someone You Love.
From Moses to Matthew : Management Lessons for Contemporary Leaders
Practical Lessons for Today
The Leadership Wisdom of Jesus
12 Truths to Implement to Become a Winning Leader
Encounter
Five Steps Out Of Depression

Christ's death on the cross offers victory over bitterness, addictions, occult bondage, and debilitating strongholds. Encounter! Receive Christ's Freedom will show you how to apply Christ's victory to your own life. This book is an excellent
resource for someone who is bound by sinful habits or who simply needs to live an abundant life. It explains clearly how to receive the fullness of the Holy Spirit and then to walk in the Spirit's power. It's a great resource to use individually
or in a retreat setting. In the back of the book, there's a coach's section to help guide someone else through the contents of this book. Topics include: Repentance and forgiveness; The power of the cross over sin, Satan, and demonic
strongholds; How to receive inner healing; Freedom from the fear of death; How to be filled with the Spirit.
Leadership By Divine Design: How to Be An Effective Christian Leader is another significant work by Anthony Osuobeni, author of the seminal book on revival, Hashtag Revival. He writes to add his voice to the vast body of literature on
Christian leadership, highlighting believers' call to leadership in the Body of Christ. He encourages believers, pastors and church leaders, to see leadership the way God sees it and to practice it in their churches according to divine
dictates. Because the more people we lead the more leaders we need, we must prioritize on developing leaders in our congregations and populate the ministerial landscape with effective Christian leaders. Finally, Anthony prays that God's
people in the churches of Christ all over the world will become God's designer-leaders. The book is purposeful, practical and on point!
Discover the 99 Success Secrets of the Greatest Teacher of All Time Jesus You Will Learn.. Leadership secrets of Jesus the bible doesn't reveal The hidden lessons in Jesus' teachings Your mission, message and purpose in life The fastest
way to unlock your God-given potential Spiritual strategies for achieving your dreams The book achieves these objectives by. Illustrating specific examples utilized by Jesus Unlocking the mystery of Jesus' power Blending spiritual
concepts with practical solutions Revealing insights into Jesus' miracles Providing a daily "Action Plan" for success ."say to this mountain, 'Move from here to there, ' and it will move; and nothing will be impossible for you." Jesus Daniel
Ortiz is "America's #1 Latino Success Coach"TM and the author of the book 101 Secret Ways to Tell If You Are Living Your Life Purpose." As a business coach, Ortiz has taught thousands of entrepreneurs, managers and sales
professionals how to bridge the gap between worldly success and their spiritual calling. Over the last ten years he has developed a unique life coaching system that blends spiritual principles with practical personal development skills to
help you unlock your God-given potential.
B-55 20 KEYS TO A HAPPIER MARRIAGE This Book Could Determine The Future of Your Marriage. Dynamic Principles for Successful Relationships...Respecting Your Mate / The Importance of A Family Altar / Recognizing The Value of
Marriage To God and much more. Applying these principles can revolutionize your marriage! It has revolutionized many marriages around the world!
Becoming a Servant Leader, Student Member
1 and 2 Samuel (Thy Throne Forever I)
Lessons from the #1 Bestseller of All Time
The Mentor's Manna On Attitude
Secrets Of The Journey, Volume 7
Leadership by Divine Design
Wilkes explores Jesus' principles of leadership and applies them to church, home, and workplace situations.
"It was the best of church, it was the worst of church..." [not Charles Dickens] In some ways, the church has a horrendous track record and is deserving of much of the hate, accusation and mistrust it has received. But, in many other ways, the church has also been
monumental in affecting great systemic change, being first on the scene in crisis and on the forefront of reaching out to and loving well those considered the least of these. To those of you who believe church is the worst thing ever: You're right! To those of you who
believe church is the best thing ever: You're right! The church was God's idea and it is the plan He has chosen to bring transformation to a world desperately in need of a deeper experienceof His love. He doesn't appear to have a plan B. We are it! i call this book, 'i,
church' because more than a building or a meeting or a list of do's and don'ts, the church is about the people. It is about me. And it is about you. If you love Jesus and have chosen to follow Him, then you are the church. Let's figure out together how to be the best
church we can be. "Brett Anderson weaves a picture of the church that is stark and real. He sees through church politics and denominational blinkers and defines the core of what the church is and isn't and what God desires it to be." [Bruce Collins, legend and
appreciator of good coffee]
NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED In this new edition of the bestselling classic, Charles Manz doesn’t look to Jesus’s teachings to support preconceived theories of how a manager should lead but approaches the New Testament with an open mind to see
what insights it reveals for today’s business world. What he finds are powerful lessons that will inspire you—no matter what your religious background—to maintain integrity, live on a higher plane, and ultimately achieve your personal and professional goals. The
third edition is updated throughout and includes several new examples and a self-assessment chapter designed to encourage self-examination and personal reflection. Remarkably contemporary and welcoming to all readers, this book will challenge you to evaluate
your own leadership style and to consider time-tested spiritual wisdom that can make you more enlightened and more effective.
B-08 ENJOYING THE WINNING LIFE This Book Takes The Mystery Out of Winning! Recognize and Implement 4 Critical Steps To Living A Winning Life / The Heart of A Champion / The Mind of A Winner / The Spirit of A Conqueror. You have the power to
change!
Chosen by God
Leadership Secrets of Billy Graham for Graduates
Change the Way You Think About Your Faith at Work
A Timeless Model for Today's Leaders
Jesus Said What?
The Uncommon Woman
So many of us desire freedom - the freedom that is promised to us when we decide to follow Jesus. The freedom from the burden of our sin, the need to be "good enough," anger, jealousy, and envy. Even though we are believers we would be ashamed to say that we don't always experience peace, contentment, and
joy in our life. We are looking for the grace that God has so graciously given to us to be real in our life... Breaking Pride is an eBook based on one simple truth: In order to walk in God's grace we need to tear down the the walls of pride. A lot of believers, even though saved by God's grace, are still walking in pride
rather than walking in His grace. Knowing what pride is and learning to identify pride in your life is the first step to overcoming a life filled with pride. Pride is rooted in fear and leads to anger, jealousy, and envy. Sin isn't keeping us from having a relationship with the Lord, it's our pride. So many of us long to
have an authentic and REAL relationship with the Lord, and we long to have the fruit of the spirit filled in our heart. Our desire is to achieve these fruits through will power. But we do not even realize that the pride that lives within our heart is what is blocking the fruit of the spirit from living within us. In Breaking
Pride you will learn to identify different areas of pride in your life. Filled with encouragement, Breaking Pride will take you through a practical reading of what pride may look like in your life... Let's stop building walls of pride and start building the foundation of grace within our lives...
SECRETS OF THE JOURNEY, Volume 7 Secrets You Need To Discover Success. 15 Keys To Entering The Secret Place / 7 Facts About Your Dreams And Goals / Sowing Seed Proportionate To The Harvest You Desire...And Much More
Properly, while I endeavor to expound the principles of Christian social justice, I shall also endeavor to show you how these principles can be applied. And just as properly, it will be my hope to bestir you to action-Christian action, American action-for faith without good works is dead. Thus, at the outset, while I am
deeply grateful to everyone of you for, the heroic sacrifices you have made, and will make, to keep me on the air over this independent chain of radio stations, may I ask you for one more favor today-the favor of a prayer to the Holy Ghost. I beseech all of you to ask the spirit of understanding to fill me with
prudence; and the spirit of fortitude to give me strength and courage to carry on the battle against the hidden powers of darkness-perhaps not quite so hidden today as yesterday. May I also suggest that you will ask your little children who are ignorant of the causes of poverty, wretchedness and exploitation-may I
suggest that you ask these innocent children to whisper a prayer for one who fully recognizes how unworthy he is but who fully realizes what a golden opportunity God has given to him to be an instrument for good. You are anxious to know what topics I shall discuss during the insuing year. Roundly speaking, it is
my hope that these addresses will be concerned chiefly with Christian social justice. While my ultimate objective is to help more and more men to save their immortal souls, I recognize how difficult it is for man to practice Christian virtue, to live a holy life in peace and contentment, when he and a great group of his
fellowmen are denied unjustly an equitable share in the goods and wealth of this world-goods and wealth which our common Father in heaven bestowed upon all men for all men to use and enjoy-goods and wealth, which, alas, have been concentrated in the hands of a few to the detriment of the many because an
un-Christian species of social injustice was foisted upon us in the past few centuries and because, as a result of this, an alien philosophy of social injustice, under the name either of Communism or Naziism, is endeavoring to win our allegiance today. Fearlessly, Christian social justice challenges these several systems
for the attention and the support, in this instance, of the American public-a public composed of persons who, despite their many faults and shortcomings, will never surrender the heritage of Bethlehem, of Pilate's hall, of Calvary Hill or of the Easter morning sepulchre from whose empty depths there echo and reecho the immortal words, HI am the Resurrection and the Life." Fortified with these precious heritages it is our hope to carry on a campaign of instruction and inspiration even though we find ourselves opposed by the rugged individualists on the right and by the unchristly radicals on the left. It is our hope to convert
a zealous band of followers into a group of active Christians-. Christians who, by the sincerity of their lives and the logic of their doctrines shall win millions of followers who are convinced that there is no way other than Christ's way for saving America and restoring prosperity and peace for all. My friends, at the
outset, permit me to clarify the fundamental doctrine of Christian social justice-the doctrine that differentiates it from every other plan of life proposed for man to follow. It is this: Christ came on earth not only to redeem and save individuals but also to establish an absolutely new social order. Recognizing the
chaotic condition of society in His own time; aware of the universal slavery practiced virtually by every nation; and conscious of the spiritual darkness which had encompassed every kingdom, empire, republic and tribe, our Saviour well understood that man, left to his natural abilities, was unable to acquire peace
and prosperity in this world and save his immortal soul in the hereafter.
Sound effects for Uncommon woman by Wendy Wasserstein.
The Good Book on Business
Jesus on Leadership
7 Decisions That Will Decide Your Success
The Leadership Secrets Of Jesus
The 99 Success Secrets of Jesus
IWork4Him

Interested in growing Christian servant leaders in the next generation? It doesn't happen by accident.
Even when in the darkest despair a rose can grow! Knowing that God is with you to offer hope and comfort. Author Emily Frazier life serves as an example that after much confusion that is
hope bestowing happiness, peace, and fulfillment in the mist of absolute desolation. A rose will grow anywhere reaffirms that all things work together for the Glory of God, even when you
think the secret of the beholder would take you out in misery. Learning to walk by faith even when you don't see it and reclaim your life. Ignore the intensity of the past feelings or your
emotions surrounding the circumstances get ready to encounter breakthrough from unpleasant thought and emotions. Reclaiming your life requires tapping into those painful places that were
hidden from the forefront but it time to start rejoicing! Fulfill your reason for living beyond limitations!
THE GREATEST DAY OF MY LIFE Uncover The Mystery Concerning The Holy Spirit. The only Person you are capable of satisfying! He is the only Person you are required to obey your entire
lifetime. Changes Will Occur In Your Life As You Make Him Your Focus. A Condensed Digest
FIVE STEPS OUT OF DEPRESSION Do You Lay Awake At Night Battling Hopelessness? There is a way of escape out of depression. In this informative book you will find 5 Steps to Recovery which
include...How To Take Immediate Action / Understanding Depression / How To Cultivate Promise Awareness / Activating Word Power That Brings Changes.
Secrets of The Journey, Volume 6
Leadership TKO
Enjoying The Winning Life
Twenty Keys To A Happier Marriage
How to Be an Effective Christian Leader
I, Church
122 7 SIGNPOSTS TO YOUR ASSIGNMENT Who Can Put A Price On You Discovering Your Assignment? Explore Wisdom Keys to help you in your journey. Learn...11 Seasons of Preparation / 3 Keys In Understanding Your Anger / 6 Keys For Developing An
Obsession For Your Assignment. A Power Book!
This newly redesigned edition of The Leadership Lessons of Jesus is expanding to include more than seventy unique easy-length readings that explore and adapt the individual techniques that made Christ’s leadership so powerful. Going through the gospel of
Mark, the authors highlight succinct examples of guidance methods that can influence your work, church, or family and change your life.
It is shame that the modern world have lost the edge when it comes to the power of prayer. Prayer is so powerful that in the hand of a righteous person, that a man like us named Elijah prayed earnestly that is will not rain and it did not rain for three and half
year. And to show how effective prayer can be, he prayed again and the havens gave rain. The bible shows us time and time again how the less powerful have used prayer to conquer their adversaries. Our Lord and savior, Jesus Christ told us Mathew 17:20, "I
tell you the truth, if you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, 'Move from here to there' and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you. Why will Jesus give us such an assurance? It is because, the weapon we fight with are
not the weapons of the sinful world, we the children of God use divine power of God to tear down the strong hold of the evil one. So we must continue to pray even when you think your answers are not coming as quickly as you wanted. Remember when Martha
and Mary send a message to Jesus that Lazarus is sick," his sisters sent unto him, saying, Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest is sick" even though the answer took two days to get to the sisters. The most important thing is that Jesus was called and that is when
action was put in process and they did not put their request on the righteousness of Lazarus or his status in the ministry or how hard he works or even what he has given to the Church. The appeal was based on the love of Jesus Christ. "The one whom you love
is sick," that is our clue; we must always focus our prayers on the love of God. We also have the confidence that God will answer our prayers if they are in agreement with His will. So I know that anything I ask that is according to His will be answered no
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matter how sinful the person praying may be. Even though we don't always get yes, but His answer are always in our best interest. And we don't have to follow any secret incantation before praying or offer some unnecessary repetition while praying. And the
eloquence of our prayer will not make God answer our prayer. That is why in Matthew 6:7-8, Jesus rebukes those who pray using repetitions, "And when you pray, do not keep on babbling like pagans, for they think they will be heard because of their many
words. Do not be like them, for your Father knows what you need before you ask him." "The Word of God is full of accounts describing the power of prayer in various situations. The power of prayer has overcome enemies (Psalm 6:9-10), conquered death (2
Kings 4:3-36), brought healing (James 5:14-15), and defeated demons (Mark 9:29). God, through prayer, opens eyes, changes hearts, heals wounds, and grants wisdom (James 1:5). The power of prayer should never be underestimated because it draws on the
glory and might of the infinitely powerful God of the universe! Daniel 4:35 proclaims, "All the peoples of the earth are regarded as nothing. He does as he pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the earth. No one can hold back his hand or say to
him: 'What have you done?'" So pray and God who loves you first will answer your prayers.
Who knows what it really takes to be an effective leader in business today? The most successful CEOs do. They are the men and women who run the #1 or #2 corporation in their industry or market niche. Leadership is such a vital skill that four out of ten U.S.
corporations now have some sort of formal leadership training program in place, says author Eric Yaverbaum. His new book, Leadership Secrets of the World's Most Successful CEOs, consists of exclusive interviews with top executives discussing the proven
strategies, philosophies, and tactics they use to help their organizations succeed. Each chapter features a top CEO who reveals in quick-read fashion his or her most powerful leadership technique. Readers will discover the proven management principles of the
CEOs of 7-Eleven, Domino's Pizza, Grumman, Nabisco, Staples, Xerox, and dozens of other companies in all industries, large and small. Each interview includes a summary and explanation of the CEO's most powerful "leadership secret."
The Leadership Lessons of Jesus
Leadership Secrets from the Bible
The Leadership Secrets of Billy Graham
A Testimony of Jesus 18
The Uncommon Husband
Tearing Down Walls, Walking in His Grace
This book is laden with POWERFUL PRECIOUS DECLARATIONS which can be taken [applied] like medicine. SPEAK it as prescribed several times a day over situations, crisis, circumstances, challenges, turmoil, doubt, fear,
sickness and so on. God spoke everything into being & we are made in his image, hence we also have the power to DECREE, DECLARE & ORDAIN and supernaturally take charge by SPEAKING OVER everything or anything facing us.
All we need do is believe! This book is for those willing and ready to take charge of their lives, their living and be TRANSFORMED through the POWERFUL declaration of SPOKEN words! This book will set you free in the name
of Jesus. All you have to do is believe!
How To Develop The Leadership Characteristic Already Within You Leaders change the world. Leaders inspire others. Leaders live their passion Vision Knowing what you want and where you are going is vital. The next step is
picturing, in your mind, exactly what you want down to the smallest detail. However, the most important piece of the puzzle is your WHY - the reason you want whatever it is you want. Without that it's game over. Courage
You may have your purpose, but do you possess the guts to tell the world and follow it through. Courage needn't be loud and aggressive, more often it's a voice in your mind which compels you to keep trying. Integrity Are
you honest? Do you speak what you believe? Do you set the example for others to emulate? Are you a person of their word? Are you committed to becoming more than what you already are? Did you answer yes to all the above?
Integrity is built upon these questions, leadership is built upon integrity. Humility The initial response to leadership and humility brings up images of oil and water - they cannot go together. On a second look you will
find humility running through every great modern day leader. The role of a leader is to serve the people following them. Can you think less of yourself and more of others, to best meet their needs? It's not as easy as it
sounds. Self Discipline If you cannot control yourself you will NEVER have the control of others. You will never be able to keep a team around you who complement your strengths and enhance your weakness. Without those
people the dream is just that, a dream, and will never become reality. Planning The first words that come to mind are usually -not again- accompanied with an eye roll. Many great people have said what I'm about to say if you fail to plan you plan to fail. A plan is like the foundations when building a house. Without them all the work that's supposed to be carried out on top, will eventually collapse on itself. Influence The number one
skill needed to be a great salesman and one of the 12 pillars of leadership. Influence is the ability to help people see what you see, to paint them the picture of how you see the future and for them to say -I want that
too!- Decision My parents can't make a decision and it's frustrating as hell, especially when we go out for a meal. I ask them where they would like to go, I always get the same response -I'm easy-. As mad as this makes
me I realised - people will not follow a leader who cannot decide what to do. Listening Sorry to break your bubble, but you are not going to have all the great ideas. you are one mind among billions, someone else will
have the same motives as you and will be able to help. Listen to them and by listen I don't mean hear what they say, actually listen with the intent to understand. Responsibility Can you handle it? The pressure, the
weight of the dream on top of your shoulders. If you can't, would you turn down a new opportunity? Many people do! Communication You have the vision, the courage and the best plan since Steve Jobs released the iPhone, but
can you tell me so they fully understand it without it taking a long time? It's not easy, but if it was everybody would be able to do it. Mentoring Help the people who follow you by sharing what you know. Not only do they
learn, every time you share an idea you get to hear it again and again and again - repetition is the mother of skill.
THE MENTOR'S MANNA ON ATTITUDE Discover The Powerful Secrets That Will Unlock The Treasures of Life. You will study 49 facts about Attitude including...Your Attitude Is More Powerful Than Your Gifts And Talents. Discover
4 Keys That Can Correct Your Wrong Attitude.
Have you EVER wondered how you can truly WIN in every area of your life ? Would you like to move from ordinary to EXTRA-ordinary starting right now ? It is quite easy to get lost in the crowd of men and women within the
corporate world as youre seeking to establish a satisfying career. This also poses as a concern for business owners in crowded industries who want to WIN BIG. Specific principles need to be implemented in order to stand
out from the sea of other professionals. We all want to make meaningful impacts in our cities, across the country, and for some, throughout the world. As you read Leadership T.K.O., you will discover truths that reveal
what you must do to become an effective vehicle to transform your life as well as those around you. Most importantly, you will discover the answer to this question: What must I do to maximize my potential and truly WIN as
a leader?
Navigating a Sea of Emotions
The Leadership Secrets of Jesus
Average Joe's Pillars of Leadership
Secrets in the Hands of the Beholder
Precious Medicine
Leadership Secrets of the World's Most Successful CEOS

When the world says, "Let your emotions lead you," we as Christ-followers must find a different course, navigating through the minor whirlpools, unpredictable winds, and sometimes ferocious
hurricanes. Christ's words and actions guide our ships into deeper waters and beyond to the other shore. This book explores scriptural anchoring points, personality influence, and past
experiences to give us a new vision of the weighted tension between letting loose with our feelings or cinching up and ignoring them altogether. As human beings, we are created with
emotional dimension, and within Christ, we are called to surrender these feelings, using them in a healthy and biblical way.
Give the graduate a look into the leadership secrets of one of the most renowned leaders today, Billy Graham. Filled with devotions and Scriptures to challenge the new graduate, this book
is an ideal gift.
Have you ever thought your business was meant to be much more than just a means to make money? Biblical businesses are God's first choice as the means to bless mankind, build character, and
develop faith. They hold the solution for much of what ails our economy and our culture. Join Dave Kahle as he explores what the Bible has to say about businesses and your role in leading a
kingdom oriented business. You'll uncover Biblical truths that you may have never seen before. Your views on business will never be the same. Find your place in the movement and unlock the
full potential of your business.
Influence is an art! The Heart of a Leader offers insight and wisdom on choosing values, aiming for excellence, maintaining integrity, finding the courage to change, helping others reach
their potential, and more.
Defining Characteristics of Leadership
Gentle Words to Comfort
THE MAN NOBODY KNOWS
The Greatest Day Of My Life
7 Signposts To Your Assignment
The Mentor Leader
Draws on biblical principles to offer insights into the key concepts of mentor leadership, focusing on the importance of building meaningful relationships with others to significantly impact team performance.
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